Peter

KEMPTON JR.
TravelCenters’ Peter
Kempton Jr. focused
on remaining relevant
with the chain’s
shoppers as COVID-19
slowed travel and
in-store visits.

F

rom drops in impulse purchases to a huge slowdown in travel,
changes in consumer habits altered the retail landscape in 2020. For
TravelCenters of America, LLC Category Manager — Centerstore Peter
Kempton Jr. the goal through all of it has been to do his part to keep candy
relevant while the world has been turned upside down.
“Like everyone during the pandemic, we saw sales struggles last year,”
Kempton admits. “People had loss of income, and people were not traveling.
But we are building up our stores so when people come back in, we’re ready.”
One way to invigorate consumers’ interest in candy and snacks is to tell a
story, explains Kempton, who is in charge of center store purchasing for candy,
snacks, HBC, grocery and breakfast.
“You need to bring that ‘treat’ mentality to your sets and bring excitement
to the category,” he tells Candy & Snack TODAY. “We have the most fun
category, after all.”
For example, Kempton plans on celebrating National Candy Month in June
2021 for the second straight year. Dubbed the “fifth confectionery season,” the
NCA program brings attention to the category during a time of year when there
are no traditional holidays to spur sales and in-store delight for consumers.
Continued on page 54
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Kempton says that particularly during the past year, the “celebration”
of candy can bring excitement to both store employees and customers,
as well as increase in-store traffic.
“Numbers were down last year, but we could still see that the
National Candy Month program in June built excitement within the
category,” he says. “With proper planning, I think the promotion will be
very viable for the future.”
In 2020, signage was sent to each of TravelCenters’ 270+ locations,
and the store managers handled the rest. This year, Kempton says there
will be more planning for the month-long promotion.
“We really want that confectionery presence in June. We would like
to give this the best shot to become a home run, and I believe it can be
bigger and better this year,” he predicts.

KEEP STORES EVOLVING

To capture the attention of shoppers when they do begin to travel again,
Kempton says he wants to be sure the outlets are taking into account
market shifts that have taken place during the past year.

TravelCenters Gets Behind Truck Drivers

During the past decade, TravelCenters of America, LLC has committed
to giving back to one of its largest customer bases — the trucking
community. For example, last fall alone, the company raised $88,000
for the St. Christopher’s Trucker’s Development and Relief Fund (SCF)
through its first-ever Register Round Up campaign.
During the campaign, TravelCenters customers were given the option
to round up their purchase total to the nearest dollar. With 100 percent
of the proceeds going toward SCF, the program
was designed to help professional over-the-road/
regional semi-truck drivers who are out of work
because of illness or injury.
“TA is committed to giving back to the
millions of professional drivers who call us their
home away from home,” says Peter Kempton
Jr., TravelCenters category manager —
centerstore. “The point-of-sale campaign
provided an easy way for drivers, motorists and our team members to
give back in our travel centers. We thank everyone for their generosity.”
TravelCenters has raised nearly $3 million for SCF since it began
supporting the cause in 2010. Furthermore, in February 2021,
TravelCenters partnered with World’s Finest Chocolates through the
candymaker’s Chocolate For A Cause program, selling chocolate bars at
its registers with a portion of the proceeds going to SCF.
According to SCF, studies have shown that more than 70 percent
of the 3.5 million professional truck drivers in the U.S. have one or more
serious health problems such as obesity, diabetes, sleep disorders
and cardiovascular disease. Truck drivers also lack the same access to
healthcare most Americans enjoy because of irregular working hours,
long durations away from home and inability to take their trucks into
clinic locations, the organization reports. Furthermore, SCF says only onethird of drivers have health insurance.
TravelCenters says its mission is to “return every traveler to the road
better than they came.”
In keeping with its motto, the company says it has a longstanding
history of supporting the professional truck drivers who keep America’s
economy moving, survivors of human trafficking and both retired and
active-duty members of the military. C&ST
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One noteworthy candy and snack trend at the
convenience store chain has been a move to larger packs,
says the buyer, who speculates consumers, in stores less
frequently during the COVID-19 outbreak, have been buying
larger portions to increase the time between purchases.
Kempton also says he is starting to see sales in the
premium sector grow. He notes many consumers are willing
to pay more to “treat” or “reward” themselves with higherend indulgences.
“We are starting to look seriously at premium candy,”
he tells Candy & Snack TODAY. “What we have tried has
done really really well for us.”
Easing its way into the premium market, Kempton says
TravelCenters has been carrying mostly smaller pack sizes,
keeping its premium offerings in the changemaker sector.
But with standup, gusseted bag sales also growing at the
chain, he says the retailer will begin to stock larger pack
sizes to see how its customers react.
With six years of experience at his current position,
Kempton is not afraid to try new things to keep his
categories fresh. “With confections, staying on top of
innovation and focusing on what you can do differently to
stand out from other stores are key. If it works, great. I’ll see
if I can grow it. If not, get out of it and try something new,”
he advises.
For example, Kempton says he experiments with

placement of candy and snacks throughout the stores,
testing out the success level of the changes. He says
TravelCenters stores often feature many colorful shippers
but he remains cautious not to overdo it and restrict the
flow of foot traffic in the stores. “We can’t junk up the floor
too much,” he points out.
Prior to becoming category manager, Kempton spent
five years as a general manager, honing the merchandising
skills he still uses today. “I’ve lived on the front lines of the
store. It’s easier to understand what’s going on in the field
with that background,” he emphasizes.
While he looks for innovation within his sets, he says
he adds just a few new items among its proven core items.
Best-selling candy brands at TravelCenters currently
include Reese’s, Snickers, M&M’s, Haribo, Trolli, Sour Patch,
Lindt and Ghirardelli.

COMMUNICATION IS KEY TO TEAMWORK

Partnerships with store managers are invaluable, according
to Kempton, who ties in store visits with other work-related
travel, including trade shows. He says he particularly enjoys
going into new stores and ideally would like to see all the
stores every year. With COVID-19 lockdowns, it was difficult
to conduct store visits in 2020, which was tough for
Kempton who says meeting with industry peers face-toContinued on page 56
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face, including TravelCenters store managers, is essential.
“It’s super important to get their input. I ask managers to be brutally
honest, to tell me what’s working, what’s a home run and what they
would like to see repeated,” he points out, adding that store visits allow
for him to explain the process behind the decisions that affect their
stores. “They feel vested when you go into their stores and ask their
opinions. They are our teammates and their opinions matter.”
Kempton also values input to find the perfect fit for TravelCenters
stores. “We are always working with and partnering with different brokers
and vendors and asking if their products make sense for us,” he notes.
Despite the amount of data available in today’s retail environment,
Kempton says he’s interested in discussing “possibilities” with vendors.
“I’m not much of a data person. I like to mix it in with my gut feelings. I
don’t want to look at bar graphs and pie charts,” he says.
He cautions that data can be manipulated to tell a story and he
prefers to look within his own chain to identify what’s successful. “We look
at what works in our stores and talk with our vendor partners to see what
works best for both parties,” he says.
He also points out he looks at trends that might be geographically
based for the chain, which has locations in 44 states. “Some brands may
experience big growth in stores in the South and West but don’t always
make sense in TravelCenters locations in other areas,” he explains.
What does make sense in all stores are promotions, and Kempton
tells Candy & Snack TODAY he is open to collaboration. “I’m looking for

Callout:
“I’m looking for the best possible
deal. There’s a give and take, and
partnership is very important when it
comes to in-store programs.”
Peter Kempton Jr.

Continued on page 58
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the best possible deal. There’s a give and take, and partnership is very
important when it comes to in-store programs,” he stresses.
He adds the categories he manages feature a lot of high/low
promotions, everyday low prices, with even a few buy one get one deals
sprinkled in. Kempton also works with his TravelCenters teammates to
develop cross-category programs. “I work with my peers in food and
beverage to bundle items that make sense together.”
Addressing his experience working with brokers, Kempton says he’s
developed many good partnerships. “There are a lot of good brokers
out there who don’t always get the praise and respect they deserve,” he
notes. “Brokers are key to helping smaller manufacturers.”
He says he asks that brokers be prepared when meeting with him.
“Bring good data, including what’s going to benefit everybody. ‘Are
you trying to sell me everything or are you really taking the time to
understand what makes sense for our stores?’” he asks.
For example, TravelCenters participates in seasonal candy programs,
but the approach is conservative, Kempton explains. He describes the
challenge of having adequate offerings but not ending up with leftover
product after the holiday. “You want to keep your shelves full but not be
stuck with product afterward. It’s finding the balance of having enough
but not too much,” he says.
Additionally, Kempton says he likes to keep things fresh when it
comes to seasonal offerings. “I lean on manufacturers, asking them what
I can do differently? ‘Are there pack sizes or boxes that I haven’t tried so
Continued on page 60
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my customers don’t see the same thing as last year or the
year before that?’” he questions.
Kempton says he misses discussing a lot of these
challenges in person and is just getting used to remote
connections that are a result of the pandemic. There’s a
void, the buyer points out, where there was once trade
shows and conferences.
“There’s an importance to meeting people, shaking
hands, being face-to-face. Shows are important for
networking, meeting new people and talking with other

Getting Personal with Peter
Wife: Katie
Kids: Alexander (14), Abigail (11),
Aiden (9) and Amelia (6)
Pets: Cats
What was your first job?
Scooping ice cream at Baskin
Robbins
What has been your greatest
professional achievement? Making the
jump from retail store management to
headquarters.
I can’t start my day without . . . music.
My job would be simpler if . . . more
people bought candy.
What’s the most valuable piece
of advice you’ve ever been
given? Regardless of your position,
everyone in your organization is
important, so always treat people who work for you as a
teammate.
Who was your mentor? Christopher Slagle (Babies R
Us), Mary McPherson (TA)
If I knew then what I know
now, I would have . . . saved
more money when I was
younger.

retailers,” he emphasizes.
In fact, Kempton says it was at the 2020 NCA State of
the Industry Conference where he found his inspiration for
the National Candy Month promotion, which has generated
much hope and optimism for Kempton. He says making
those connections and having fun is what the category is
all about.
“What can you do to leave your mark and make
yourself different?” he asks. “Networking is huge. In this
industry it is critical to meet your peers, shake hands and
have conversations.” C&ST

Which historical figures would you invite to dinner?
Jesus Christ, Elvis and Johnny Cash; (Non-famous)
My dad, my stepmom and my
grandmother
What do you collect? Beer
pint glasses
Do you play an instrument?
No, but my oldest son plays
guitar and piano and I enjoy
listening him play.
What’s the most exciting/
challenging thing you’ve ever
done? Being a dad.
What have you accomplished during the
pandemic lockdown? I put down new flooring
in four rooms since last
March. Everything else
is Groundhog’s Day.

PETER’S
FAVORITE . . .

Movie: Forrest Gump

Podcast: Spittin’ Chiclets — two
former NHL’ers talk hockey
Musician/Band: Nirvana,
Guns N’ Roses, Any ’50s, ’60s
oldies & Doo-wop (Supreme’s,
Temptations, etc.), George Strait
Hobby: Hockey and my love of the Penguins
Sports Team: PITTSBURGH PENGUINS!

JUST FOR FUN

Name one thing people
would be surprised to learn
about you. My mobile ringtone
is Disney’s Frozen “Let It Go” — although that might not
be surprising to some.

TV Program: Walking Dead

Who are your heroes? I’m a big hockey guy and always
loved watching Mario Lemieux, but celebrities aren’t
heroes. My pick would be Jesus Christ.

Cause/Charity:
Compassion International

Guilty Pleasure: Keeping track of how many days it’s
been since the Philadelphia Flyers (biggest Penguins’
rival) last won the Stanley Cup — 16,777 days as of
02/02/2021.

What are you most proud of? My family
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